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Having recently completed the.Mlaster's program in interpreta-

tion at Northwestern University, I am both concerned and dismayed

at the lack of attention which I perceived to the contribution of

.black aesthetics, to the field. This lack of attention was most

notably evident in a seminar in the history of interpretation,

which dealt'only with European and Euro-American perspectives-

while ignoring African and Afro-American traditions, which clearly

have a7great deal to.offer the discipline. In this paper I will

pres.mt a survey of African and Afro-American oral traditions which

'have important educational, cultural, and social value, and which

have the potential to Provide students and scholars in the field

with a fuller realization of what Wallace Bacon describes as "the

otherness of others."' Indeed, the black- aesthetic offers interpre-

tation, to echo one of Mr. Bacon's central concepts, a new text to

be matched..

The black aesthetic has a great deal of theoretical and prac-

tical contributions to offer theifiela of interpretation. From the

,African oral poets of the past and present, to the black poets of

the sixties whose works can be directly traced to African ancestry,

oral tradition has alway6 been an, element of primary importance in

the black aesthetic. Black art is also highly expressive of the

cultural richness of black history and consciousness and is, as. Don

L. Lee suggests in Dynamite Voices, both functional and'collective;

"art for the people's sake."2 Unfortunately, black art, and es--e

Pecially black-poetry, is often viewed from a Eurocentric perspec-

tive that trivializes and undermines the\historicalp cultural and

aesthetic significance which it possesses. Stephen Henderson, a$
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black critic whose book Understanding the New Black Poetry remains

one of the seminal explications of the black aesthetic, poirits out

the problematic nature of this Eurocentric point of view;

Black poetry in the United States has been

widely misunderstood, misinterpreted, and

undervalued for a variety of reasons--aes-'

thetic, Cultural, and politicalespecially

by white critics; but with the exception of

the work of a few established figures-, it has

also been suspect by many Blackacademicians

whose ]iterary judgements are self-consciously

"objective" and whose cultural values, while

avowedly "American,"'are essentially European.3

Henderson goes on to out ine the distinguishing characteristics of

black poetry and offers three broad critical categories; theme,

structure, and "saturation," a theoretical concept which he de-

scribes as "several things, chiefly the communication of 'Black -

ness' and fidelity to the obServed or intuited truth of the Black

experience.in the United States."4 An understaryling and apprecia-

tion of these concepts is necessary in any critical interpretation

of black poetry, and is especially important in oral performance.

The interpreter who wishes to perform black poetry needs to be

aware of the cultural and historical traditions from which it has

evolved; and needs to be sensitive to the differences between those

traditions and the European and Euro-American literary traditions

which are often imposed upon black art.



The foundational elements of the black aesthetic can be di-

rectly traced to pre-Diaspora African culture and tradition. In

her dissertation entitled Traditional Wit and jiumor in Pan-Afrikan

Drama, Ms. N oki-McElroY'explicates many of. the undergirding ele-

ments of the black aesthetic in her exploration of wit and humor.5

She also explores much of the history and cultural traditions of

pre-and post-Diaspora African peoples, indicating the extent to

which primary orality has maintained itself as an' important force

in black culture and aesthetics. Lawrence W. Levine amplifies Ms..

McElroy's findings when he writes in Black Culture and Black Con-

sciousness;

gin their songs, as in their tales,. aphorisms,

provbrbs, anecdotes, and jokes, Afro-American

slaves, following the practices of the African
--

cultures they.had been-forced to leave behind

them, assigned a central. role to the spoken

arts, 'encouraged and rewarded verbal improvi-,

sation, maintained the participatory nature of

their express)ve culture, and utilized the spa--

ken arts to voice criticism as well as to up-

hold traditional values and group cohesion,6

Levine's observation suggests the extent. to which African and Afro-

Affierican oral traditions reflebt the history and.cultui-e of peoples

whose sense of poetic expression of the spoken word "best stands
,

the tests of the ages, because more than any oth'er, it is concerned

with the destiny.of the spirit."7 Lamine Niang, in his essay on

Negro-African poetry, states that poetry provides not only { --a,sve icle



of expression, but also functions "in the absen..;,.: of-a written lan-

guage," to insure the survival of black historical consciousness

and Culture:3 In his analysis of the'historical and social signi-

ficance of black poetry he notes that-"a'poem in .the last...resort,

is nothing but the expression,.through images and 'rhythm*, of.pro-

found feelings. ,So much the better if the feelings are noble. Ne-

gro-Afrinan poetry is functional."9 Niang's words not-only echo

Don.L. 'Lee's claim of functionalit;y;'but lso Wallace Baconfs con-

tention-that "poem:: ask us to :understands to feel with them;"10

Indeed, it is the expression, of profound feelings found 'in African

poetry which lay the foundations for Afro - American poetry, poetry

that led Garcia_ Lorca to .state that ".the'negroes are the poetic salt

of the earth."11

The oral traditions of the black aesthetic extend to all areas

of black culture and art, and often these tfaditions incorporate ele--

ments of musical and religious expression. This underlying artistic

cohesion exemplifies the collective and communal nature of

pressicn and offers important con-zributionS to interpretation, especi-

ally in terms of such concepts as "the sense of the other" and "the

shared-experience." For,example, the slave spirituals, which were a

form of communal experience deeply rooted in African o'ral tradition

and folk' expression, are noted by Levine as an important element in

maintaining individual and group cohesion. His discussion of the

antiphonal response structure of the spirituals explicates the nature

of the dialectical relationship between the individual and the commu-

nity and the Central role which this relationship played in-main-

taining the "communality that had bound African societies together."
4



Levine's obsbrvation holds important implications for the interpre-

tation theorist whose interests lie in the binding and healing effect's

of oral'expression, as well as for the individual concerned with the

psychological dimensions of perfOrmance. Quite obviously, the ele-

ment of collective expression found in the black aesthetic offers a

wealth of cultural resources for the-stUdy of performance. For ex-
,

ample, the black aesthetic is undergirded to a large extent by the

oral traditions embedded in black folk thought and religious expres-

sion. Just as black art integrates oral and musical traditions,-'so

too does.it include cultural and historical traditions., This inte-

gration of traditions threaded.-by orality is-one of the foundational

elements of -African 'and.Afro-American eXpression and oultUre. One of

the 'finest examples of this /cohesive irategratiOn is James Weldon

Johnson's description of the black preacher in God's Trombones.

Johnson writes that;

The old-time Negro preacher of parts was above

all an orator, and in good measure an actor.

He knewthe secret of oratory, that at bottom

it is a progression of rhythmic intoning of

sheerincdherencies.... His imagination was

,bold and unfettered. He had the power to, sweep

his hearers before him; and so himself was not

swept away.. At times his-lal'iguage was not

prose but poetry.
13

Johnson's preacher exemplifies the thread of.orality which weaves its

way through religion, oratory, drama, and poetry, and seems to embody



some common concerns of the art'o.f interpretation, such as his know -

lege of voiceand arciculation, or his being "swept away" by what

.seems to be nothing less. than divine inspiration.

All of'these elements of the black aesthetic interact to create

an art -form that is rhetorical, ah that demands response. The thread

of orality has bontinued toweave its way through black art, religion,

and social consciousness, and is very much present in a great deal of

Afro-American literature. Afro - American art in general, and Afro-

American literature in particular, express the history, thought,

and culture of a people whose oral traditions have survived and now

demand acknowledgement. Afro - Americans, are, as Carolyn Rodgers points

out, "a nation of,oral xappin, poets"r 'Waiting to be dealt with., The

directionof Black-Literature? We must ultimately return tothe oral

from which weve never really left. fl14-
The direction which Rodgers.

_sees for .black literature is one which the Field of interpretation

also seems to be headed in, and which .I believe, has the potential to

bring the study of the black aesthetic and the discipline of oral

interpretation together.

However, for the black aesthetic to be truly integrated into

the discipline, its differences as well as its similarities must be

addressed. Because_of the circumstances of oppression out of which

it arose, African and Afro-American literature has always sought to

serve some functional purpose. As William- H. Robinson .notes, "Fa-

non's pattern of literary evolution throughthe three-stages of
. t

assimilationist, prerevolutionary,rand revolutionary writings is es-

pecially vivid in the Afro-American context'. , 15 The Ziterature of

Afro-Americans has been a means of assimilation, integration, and

finally revolution. Don L.Lee states in Dynamite Voices that;
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a Black-poem is written not to be read and put

aside, but to actually become a part of the

giver and receiver. It must perform some

function; move the emotions,: become a part of

the dance, or simply make one act. Whereas the

'work itself is perishable, the style nd sTrit

of thecreation are maintained and used and re-

used to produce new works. Clearly, art-for art's

sake is something out of a European dream and ddes

not exist, in most cases, for Black poets. 16

Lee's book is one of the 'seminal, works of 'black literary criticism

which begins to offer a definition of the black aesthetic. Lee's

major concern is with the black poets of the sixties, a group of

poets not given the same recognition as black poets such as Lang-

ston Hughes, Gwendolyn Brooks, Claude McKay, and Robert Hayden,

but whose message is just as eloquent and perhaps even more urgent.

He explains that, although black poetry of the sixties is not very

different from that of the fourties and fifties, it is distinct in

that the sixties brought about an awareness' of a black collective

consciousness. In defining the aesthetic and theoretical assump-
,

tions of black poetry of the sixties, Lee explicates a number of

characteristics of these works which offer important contributions

to the field of interpretation, perhaps the most important being

'his claim that-black poetry possesses "musicality--the unique use
a

.of vowels and consonants with the developed rap, demanding that the

poetry be read out'loud."17
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Another of the important works which echos this same call, as

well as also being a fouridational work in the criticism of black

poetry is Stephen Henderson's Understanding the New Black Poetry,

which traces the evolution of black poetry from pre-Harlem Renais-
A

sance writing, through the .poets of the Harlem Renaissance, and up

to the "New Black Consciousness" of the sixties poetS. Henderson,

points out in his introduction that;

This Black poetry deserves much-more serious

attention than it now receives, especially from

Black academicians and others who profess a con-

cern with cultural clarity, historical accuracy,

and social justice. 18

Henderson goes on to describe thlree .t broad 3ritical Categories for
n

analytical purposes, and begins Ito define the black aesthetic in

terms of (1) Theme, or "that which is spoken of, whether the'spe-
)

oific subject matter, the emotional response to it, or its intel-

lectuai formulation." (2) Structure, which is. "some aspect of the

poem such as diction rhythm, figurative language, which goes into-

the total makeup." (3) Saturation, "chiefly the communiCation,of

'Blackness' and fidelity to the observed or intuited truth of theff

Black experience.in.the.United,States."19 Henderson's expl6ration

of the black aesthetic.deals.in great part with the social and-psy-c

chic function of black poetry, describing it as "an art of libera-
-

ting vision. 2 ° Especially interestistrut=is his discussion of strut=

ture, specifically, its tenth category, the Poem as "score or

:"chart " which raises the issue of' "limit or performande, of a
.

text; or what Larry Neal calls "the destruction of the text. "21

1 0



Henderson's discussion of this issue alone provides new insights
r

into some of, the important concerns of scholars in the lfield of

irAerpretation. He writes;

By "destruction of the text," Veal, if I

-understand him correctly, refers both to

the relegation of the printed poem to the

status of a "musical score," and to a lack .

of concern with "permanence" in the Western,

Plotonic-sense.of.IDEAL FORM. A pbeM may

thus differ 'from performance to performance

just as jazz performances of "My Favorite

Things" would. 22

The issue which Henderson raises.via Neal is none other than the

idea of text performing performer,.and it is an issue which is

presently being explored by,many interpretation theorists.' Quite

obviously, this issue'and the concepts already discussed in this

Paper suggest that there is a great deal-which the black literary
3

aesthetic has to offer the field of interpretation; The contri-

butions of blacks to the field of interpretation have yet td be

as fully realized as they could be, in light,of-their-historical,

sociological, cultural and aesthetic significance. ,f.' Sounder's

Redding, in his essay "On Being Negro in-America," presents a mal-
o

jor challenge to the field-Of interpretation when he writes;

What Lilian Smith calls "the old conspiracy of ,

silence" needs to be broken, and the 'maze of

'fantasy and falsehood that (has) little resem-
.

blancelo the actual world ", needs to be dis-:
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solved. The psychopathic resistance to self-'

knowledge that the American mind has.developed

must be broken dOwn. What we have got to know

are the things that actually happened-and are

still happening--in Atherica. With these things

clear before us, perhaps we cdn use our kno,h-

ledge and experience for the guidance ofman-
23

kind.-

What discipline could,be better suited to ending a_."censpiracy of

silence" than one which celebrates, so beautifully, the spoken word?

In this paper'I have presented what I considei.- to be compelling

evidence to, support my contention that the field of interpretation

needs to be more aware cif,and sensitive to, `the contributions of

black culture and consciousness. There is nothing to,lose except

perhaps ignorance, and worlds of knowledge and experience to gain.

I do not believe that there ,are any limits to the patential,that
6

the field of interpretation has fOr bringing together people of dir-:

ferent'races, backgi.ounds,, and religions through the medium of oral

performance; and thus, my vision for the future of interpretation:is
6

an integration and celebration of black art.and culture throu'gh the
.6

black aesthetic. If I have contributed nothing else' to this.disci-

I have at least shared that vision.:

ar

12
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